Week One - Print Motivation

STORYTIME PLANNING SHEET –
WEEK 1 – PRINT MOTIVATION
SKILLS: Depending on what you want to say, you can highlight one aspect of a skill, or highlight the skill in general.





Print Motivation
Phonological Awareness
o Rhyming
o Sounds of animals, things
o Breaking words apart and putting them
together
o Hearing beginning sounds/alliteration
Print Awareness
o Print has meaning
o Handling books
o Following direction of text
o In the environment







Vocabulary
o Introducing new words
o Using nouns, not pronouns
o Explain (don’t replace) words
o New meanings to familiar words
Narrative Skills
o Retelling stories
o Retelling events
o Adding descriptions
Letter Knowledge
o Shapes
o Alike and different
o Letter play

You will not have a highlighted skill for every component . . .
Title of Book/Song/Rhyme
Welcome and Introduction

Comment to Adults Based on Research
Welcome to baby lapsit. My name is
Anna and I am the children’s librarian at
the La Mesa library.

Early Literacy Tip

There are 6 early literacy skills that
researchers have found that help lay the
groundwork for learning to read. One of
these skills is Print Motivation, which is
an interest in and enjoyment of reading.

Introduction

When we sing a song or say a rhyme, we
always do them twice so that the babies
can hear the repetition. I invite you to
participate as much as you are
comfortable. Let’s begin.

Hello Babies
(Pass out Finger Puppets)

Early Literacy Skill

Print Motivation

Phonological
Doing the songs and rhymes might at first
seem uncomfortable, but you will become
more comfortable if everyone participates
and you practice with your baby at home,
on the bus, at feeding time, any time.

Little Mouse

Phonological

Let’s Tap

Vocabulary

Book:
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Rolly, Rolly Polly

Vocabulary,
Phonological

Beehive

Vocabulary,
Phonological
Phonological

Bounce Baby Bounce
Early Literacy Tip

When choosing a book, select one that
you love. Your enjoyment reading to
your child will come through and your
child will enjoy it too.

Print Motivation

Book:
Kissy, Kissy

Phonological

Jack Be Nimble

Phonological

Early Literacy Tip

Reading together should be enjoyable.
Even if you only get through a couple
pages of a book that is fine. Let your
baby flip through the pages at their own
pace.

Print Motivation

Shake Your Rattle

Phonological

Twinkle, Twinkle

Phonological,
Vocabulary
Phonological

Say, Say, Oh Baby
(Baby Games by Hegner)
Read to Your Babes
Closing to Adults

Phonological
Select a time when your baby wants to
hear a story, don’t force it. Even if you
only read a couple minutes at a time,
those minutes are special to your baby.
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